Seamless door-to-door planning, request,
and booking in one single system
Save time, cost, and CO2 when planning business trips

Planning business trips often consumes a great deal of time, as your staff
members are probably not travel experts. 42 percent of travelers use more
than three separate research tools for a single trip, each covering only part
of the journey. By contrast, door-to-door cuts planning time by 2.5 hours per
trip and reduces travel cost by up to 35 percent on average.1

REDUCE YOUR TRAVEL COST
Door-to-door planning allows you
to find the optimal connection. Not
only in terms of productivity, travel
time, and CO2 emissions, but also
in terms of total cost.

Multimodal travel planning and booking

MAXIMIZE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY
Maximize staff productivity by
accelerating travel planning and
accounting for on-trip productivity
from the start.

routeRANK connects the relevant data sources, existing channels and
preferred partners, accounting for traveler profiles, travel policies, and
negotiated fares. With the Concur integration, a Concur travel request is
then created for seamless approval, booking and expense.

Comprehensive national and international booking
content – always up-to-date in the context of everchanging prices and availability.
Comprising public transport, car sharing and car
pooling, as well as Park & Rail and Park & Ride.
Diverse filters accounting for price, travel time and CO2
emissions, and according to your desired weighting.

OPTIMIZE YOUR REPORTING
With the seamless integration,
you can view reports on your
staff’s travel and CO2 emissions
at a glance. This holistic view also
enables holistic reporting.
IMPROVE YOUR CO2 FOOTPRINT
Contribute to your company’s
environmental and responsible
image by displaying your CO2
emissions.

Easy integration with your current business travel
processes, including your own modes (e.g. company
fleet or travel alternatives such as video or telephone
conferences) and preferred channels (i.e. direct rail
integration instead of booking tools).

1 Thesis “How much time, money and CO2 emissions could routeRANK save a typical travel planner?”, at the Statistical Laboratory of the University of Cambridge.

Travel time, usable time,
CO2 usage, and price in a
single view

Seamless travel planning,
request, approval, booking,
and expense
“routeRANK is a clever tool. It empowers
users to make well founded decisions for their
business travels – ecologically as well as in
terms of cost and time.”
Klaus Töpfer, former Executive Director UNEP
United Nations Environment Program

About Concur

About routeRANK

Concur, an SAP company, imagines the way the world
should work, offering cloud-based services that make it
simple to manage travel and expenses. By connecting
data, applications and people, Concur delivers an
effortless experience and total transparency into
spending wherever and whenever it happens. Concur
services adapt to individual employee preferences and
scale to meet the needs of companies from small to
large, so they can focus on what matters most for their
businesses.

routeRANK is the leading provider of IT solutions for
door-to-door, multimodal travel planning. Its patented
technology displays real-time prices and availability.
The solutions integrate with online and offline business
travel processes and workflows such as with business
travel portals, booking tools, and GDS.
Further information https://business.routerank.com.

Further information www.concur.de.
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